WALKING DEAD: A group of students dressed up as ghouls and monsters invaded the Bear's football game at Foreman Field last Saturday. -- PHOTOS BY RYAN STEPHENS

correction

The Oct. 26 story “Study pinpoint Western Canada as new hub for post-secondary” by Simon Fraser University’s newspaper The Peak and published on the Canadian University Press (CUP) website incorrectly suggested that a study had been released on the topic. No such study exists.

In addition, it failed to clarify that the source quoted in the article spoke to the Ottawa Citizen about the issue, and not directly to The Peak. The Gateway regrets the error.

streeters

As you may be aware, Tuesday marks the start of November. WE ASKED...

What do you think of this hairy cause?

Sarah Dugay (5, SR) “I don’t like it at all. I have midterms to worry about.”

Katherine Zielke (1, AH) “I think it’s a great student movement and a way for men to get involved in a cancer movement. It’s a good month for men.”

Apaula Grochowski (TSH) “I’m excited. It’s a funny time.”

Tegan McCleave (MBA, ED) “I like the cause, but I don’t feel like doing it.”

“Perishability in a photograph is important in a picture. If a photograph looks perishable we say, ‘ Gee, I’m glad I have that moment.’”

- JOHN LOEENGARD

volunteer for Gateway Photography.
We’re never stale:
Photo Meetings Fridays at 4 PM in 3-04 Sub.

online at THEGATEWAYONLINE.CA